Draw a line to match the imaginary creature to the kid.
Help Fairy Queen Ballerina Doctor get her wand back!
Use your favorite colors to fill in this illustration!
It’s **GREAT** Being Me

Because…

Write what’s great about being you in the slice of cake. Color, cut out and hang it up!
Color and cut out this card. Inside, write what’s great about someone you care about. It could be your Dad, a friend or anyone special to you!
Finger Puppets

Cut out each character by following the dotted line. Tape the two ends of the colored band together to make a finger puppet. For best results print on heavier paper.
Which Magical Creature are YOU?
Cut and fold this fortune teller to find out.

1. Cut out the square above.
2. Fold it diagonally both ways to form creases.
3. Open flat. Fold each corner to the center.
4. Flip it over.
5. Fold the corners to the center again.
6. Fold in half lengthwise and tall to form creases.
7. Wiggle fingers underneath until it looks like the last picture.
Make a Magic Wand!

**MATERIALS**
- pencils
- ribbons and/or yarn
- foam stars
- sequins
- beads
- sticker jewels
- glue
- decorative tape (washi tape)

**DIRECTIONS**
Have an adult cut two slits in the stars. Kids can decorate the pencils and stars with tape, stickers and jewels. Tie the ribbon or yarn onto top of pencils and slide the star on top.